Superior Fidelity Tone Machines
Congratulations on your purchase of the GUNSHOT overdrive pedal! The use of this
pedal will now allow you to achieve the best guitar overdrive tone you’ve ever heard.
OVERVIEW: The Gunshot is an overdrive built to provide pure classic drive from crunchy
bliss through to saturated goodness. When you need more stopping power the GUNSHOT has
the ability to respond, this is done by increasing the Calibre control. Ranging from .22 through
to .50cal, the calibre control adds a girth and complexity to the pedals drive that is hard to resist.
Used in conjunction with the Gain control it is designed to give your tone that same harmonic
complexity that you get from a great tube amplifier.
VOLUME: Use this control to balance the output of the pedal. Unity (where the volume out
matches the volume in) is roughly at the 11 o’clock position. There is enough scope in this
control to adjust the pedal’s output to “juice” the front end of your amplifier.
TONE: This control sweeps between a bass heavy signal (full counter clockwise) to a treble
heavy signal (full clockwise). The sweet spot for most amps and guitars will hover between 11
and 2 o’clock. Feel free to experiment though.
GAIN: This control allows you to adjust the pedals character from a smooth clear overdrive
through to a more saturated overdrive.
CALIBRE: This control adds girth and thickness to the overdrive character. Dialled all the
way off the overdrive is clear and clean. As you rotate the calibre control clockwise the
overdrive adopts a more complex harmonic response similar to the way a good tube amplifier
responds. For every amplifier and guitar combination there is a sweet spot to be achieved where
the drive seems fluid, complex and harmonically rich. This control will make a whooshing noise
when turned; it is designed to do so and is not a fault.
POWER: The GUNSHOT is designed to work at voltages of 9V DC. This can be from a 9V
battery or a quality centre negative power supply such as the Gigrig Generator or Voodoo Lab
Pedalpower Plus 2. Do not attempt to use this pedal with other voltages or polarities.
COMPONENTS: To ensure consistency, reliability and tonal supremacy the GUNSHOT is
made with extremely high quality components. 1% metalfilm resistors, WIMA and Panasonic
capacitors where possible, A Burr-Brown Op-amp and robust through hole plated PCB’S. In
short, all of this means you won’t have to worry about your pedal and it should give you many
years of inspiring tonal bliss.
WARRANTY: The GUNSHOT overdrive is guaranteed for 2 years against manufacturing
faults or defects. This guarantee is applicable to the original owner and is not transferable.
LEGAL: In the unlikely event of a failure ThorpyFx Ltd will not be held responsible or
compensate for any loss of earnings or any other losses incurred by failure of this equipment.
The use of this equipment is at the owners’ own risk.

